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AlternateR-WaveGatingof RadionudideAngiograms

TOTHEEDITOR:WefindthearticlebyJuniandChen(1)
most interesting. It codifies the errors in measurement of
diastolic filling from time-activity curves generated by using a
number of methodsbasedon standard R-wavegatedacquisi
tion. These methods involved several reformatting techniques

including forward and backward gating. We would like to
point out that time-activity curves generated by forward R
wave gating on every other R-wave2 yield diastolic filling
curves from which all aspects of ventricular filling can be
studied, including early rapid and later atrial filling. This
technique eliminates the errors identified by Juni and Chen
in standard methods.

In addition, we wouldlike to point out one error in meas
urement of filling not identified by Juni and Chen. This
involves the temporal difference between the onset of electrical
and mechanicalsystole.Since the onset of electricalsystole
(R-wave)normallyprecedesmechanicalsystoleby up to 100
msec3, in many patients formation of the time-activity curve
by backward gating not only includes the distortion of the
systolic portion of the curve as noted by Juni and Chen, but
often excludesmuch of the atrial fillingportion of diastole.
The alternateR-wavemethod alsoovercomesthis difficulty.

Thus, we concur with Juni and Chen that forward gating
yields the most accurate method of studying diastole but
would add that the use of alternate R-wavegating has the

additional benefit of allowing accurate study of the whole of
diastole including atrial filling by gated radionucide ventric
ulography.
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REPLY: The articleby Dr. Clements and co-workers(1) was
not publisheduntilaftercompletionofour paper.Their report
describes a simple but elegant means ofreducing â€œcountdrop
oftâ€•in the latter frames ofa gated radionuclide ventriculogram

by gating offofevery other R-wave trigger. This permits counts
from the followingcycleto contribute to the final framesof
short cycles. While this method does not eliminate the effects
of arrhythmias, it does appear to substantially reduce distor
tion in the latter points of the left ventricular time activity
curve. Also the alternate R-wave gating technique requires
relatively little in the way of hardware.

We agree with the writers' statement that the time delay
between electrical and mechanical systole contributes to count
drop-off.Boththe alternateR-waveand list mode acquisition
techniques will help to overcome this.
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